COURAGEOUS TEAMING
by tapping the expertise of the world’s premier courage-building firm?

TAK E THE LE AP . E XP ERI ENCE THE DI FFERE NCE.
THE BASICS
Courage is doing the right thing even if you’re afraid
or uncomfortable. A team is a group of people who
join together in the pursuit of common goals. Through
Courageous Teaming, your organization will learn to
embrace uncertainty, translate risk to opportunity,
and develop transformational approaches for
effective teamwork.

OUR COURAGEOUS
CLIENTS INLUDE:

—WE TAKE OFF THE BLIND FOLDS—
It takes hard work and courage for teammates to hold each other accountable. Candid
feedback is as hard to give as it is to hear. Our Team Interventions and Team Assessments
are designed to shine the spotlight on barriers and pinpoint assets that are needed to
become a high-performing team with backbone.

–WE’RE GMs. NOT CHEERLEADERS–
We’re not here to wave pom-poms on the sidelines during preseason. We’re in this all the
way to the championship. So, while our Management By Adventure, Top Team
Teambuilding, and Team Leadership Programs are high-energy, engaging, and – we’ll
admit it – fun, we understand that feel-good games aren’t going to build a Courageous
Team without in-depth analysis, focused follow-up, and a consistent strategy for on-going
success.
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FIVE SIGNS YOUR
NEEDS MORE COURAGE

OUR TRAINING PROGRAM

1. CYA rules the day. 2. Leaders are insulated from the truth.
3. Bureaucrats have more power than innovators.
4. People are hung for making smart mistakes. 5. Fear is the primary motivator.
“Giant Leap had the uncanny ability to identify the issues our teams were wrestling
with. Their programs seemed perfectly tailored to our firm and we saw immediate
improvement as a result of their efforts.”

Available at wiley.com/go/courage
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